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THE NEW CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
You know the communications landscape has shifted permanently when your 85-year-old
grandmother texts you about a birthday present she bought for your 5-year-old on Amazon
and then uses a rideshare app to arrive at the party. Don’t worry, the world hasn’t changed
completely—she still mails a birthday card with a check.
We humans are defined by our ability to communicate and we are creating more and
more ways to share information. We’ve expanded beyond expressing our thoughts
and feelings by mail, telephone, and email to conversing via text, social media, and
video. Perhaps we should modify the famous quote of philosopher Rene Descartes to “I
communicate using multiple channels, therefore I am.”
In our role as consumers, it’s no different. We expect businesses to communicate in the
same ways we stay in touch with our friends and family. Receiving a reminder text for
your upcoming doctor’s appointment may be more convenient than digging through all
the spam mail you receive. Texting customer service may be better than waiting on hold
forever on the phone.
As this report will show, 85% of consumers say texting is essential to the way they
communicate. It’s clear if your business isn’t connecting with consumers how they want
to communicate, you could be missing out on some big benefits. In this report, we show
what your business can do to increase customer satisfaction, generate more sales, and
build stronger customer relationships.
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METHODOLOGY
For this report, TeleSign commissioned Lawless Research to ask smartphone and mobile
phone users in the United States, United Kingdom, Singapore and Australia about their
communication preferences with businesses. Between March 5 and 9, 2018, Lawless
Research spoke with a total of 2,119 consumers in the US (1,011), UK (502), Australia (306),
and Singapore (306) who completed the 10-minute online survey. Respondents, split
evenly between male and female, qualified for the study if they were 18 or older, owned
a smartphone or mobile phone, and contacted a business and/or were contacted by a
business in the past year.
In order to find out how satisfied they are with the way businesses communicate with
them, we asked:
•

How are they communicating with the companies they do business with?

•

What methods do they prefer?

•

When and why do consumers use SMS texting to interact with businesses?

•

How do businesses benefit when they communicate via SMS text?

While the communication preferences may not surprise you, the benefits to businesses
(and how many are missing out) certainly will.
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SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS
In conducting this survey, we uncovered the undeniable preference consumers have for
texting with businesses, and the many benefits this brings to businesses that give their
customers what they want. These benefits extend beyond just seamless connections, and
can lead to stronger revenues, user growth and, increasingly, business survival. Here are
some of the key takeaways:

1
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SMS MESSAGING INCREASES CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION AND BOOSTS SALES

TEXTS—MORE THAN EMAILS—COMMAND THE
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION OF CUSTOMERS

75% of consumers say an SMS text communication
from a business increased their satisfaction

74% always or often read texts from businesses within
5 minutes

58% used a promo code delivered by text

48% read emails from businesses within 5 minutes

69% say a text from a business made them more likely
to do business with the company

3
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CONSUMERS SAY TEXTING IS ESSENTIAL TO
THE WAY THEY COMMUNICATE

CONSUMERS EXPECT BUSINESSES TO OFFER TEXTING
AND WANT COMMUNICATION TO BE TWO-WAY

85% say texting is essential to the way they communicate

89% want businesses to offer the option of texting

45% receive one or more texts from businesses per week

93% want the ability to respond to texts they receive
from businesses

39% send one or more texts to businesses per week
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SMS MESSAGING INCREASES CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION AND BOOSTS SALES
Text communications from businesses result in happier, more loyal customers. Among
consumers who received SMS texts from companies in the past year, 74% say the texts
increased their satisfaction and 69% intend to do more business with the company.

It feels like they
care about you
enough to text.
Australian Respondent

Did a text communication between you and a business increase your satisfaction or your
likelihood to do business with the company?
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BUSINESSES HAVE OPPORTUNITY
TO IMPROVE
Despite texting’s positive effect on satisfaction and sales, not all businesses are leveraging
SMS communications. Only 50% of consumers report that businesses communicated
with them by text in the past year. The companies that do send texts to consumers are
concentrated in banking (64%) and healthcare (53%). Over a third of the companies that text
consumers are in retail or eCommerce (38%), entertainment (36%), and restaurants (35%).

What types of businesses did you receive text messages from in the past year?

Once I got a text
from a restaurant
with a 30% discount
if I book on a specific
day. Initially we were
thinking of going to
another place, but after
getting that text we
changed our venue.
UK Respondent
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SMS TEXTS STIMULATE SALES
In the past year, nearly 6 in 10 consumers (58%) used a promo code received by text and
3 in 10 made a purchase because of a text received from a business.
In the past year, did you respond to a text received from a business in the following ways?

I can remember being
really hungry and then a
pizza restaurant texted
me telling me about a
really good deal that I
just couldn’t turn down.
UK Respondent
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TEXTS—MORE THAN EMAILS—COMMAND
THE ATTENTION OF CONSUMERS
The 2017 Global Mobile Consumer Survey conducted by Deloitte estimates that Americans
check their smartphones 47 times per day. Among worldwide participants of this study, 62%
used their smartphone in the past 5 minutes and 20% in the past hour.
Most people read business texts within 5 minutes
More than 7 in 10 consumers (74%) read texts they receive from a business within five minutes,
but fewer than 5 in 10 (48%) read emails from a business within five minutes. Consumers
read texts from businesses almost as quickly as they read texts from their friends and family
members: 74% within five minutes of receiving a business text vs. 82% for personal texts.
When you receive the following, how often do you read it within 5 minutes?

Texting is the
most direct path for
businesses to get
information to me
because it shows up in
my notifications and
the messages are short
so they will be read.
UK Respondent
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CONSUMERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO
READ TEXTS THAN EMAILS
Twice as many respondents said they are more likely to read texts from businesses (42%
vs. 21% who are more likely to read emails). The remaining 37% are equally likely to read
texts and emails.
When businesses communicate with you, are you more likely to read a text or an email?

Texts are more
personalised
and less likely
a type of spam
communications.
Australia Respondent
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CONSUMERS SAY TEXTING IS ESSENTIAL
TO THE WAY THEY COMMUNICATE
In 1876, inventor Alexander Graham Bell made the first telephone call, saying “Mr.
Watson—come here—I want to see you.” Over 100 years later, in 1992, Neil Papworth, a
software engineer with Sema Group Telecoms, sent the first SMS text, “Merry Christmas.”
Since that first text, SMS messaging has become a staple part of our communications
repertoire. In 1995, the average American user sent 0.4 texts per month and by 2000 the
average was 35 per month per person. In 2013, the average number of messages sent
increased in the US to 460 per month. The average number of texts sent per day is 18 for
the 2,119 participants of this study, or about 540 per month.
Today, 85% of smartphone
owners consider texting
essential to how they
communicate digitally.
For them, SMS texting is not just
a convenience—it’s a necessity.
There are some demographic
differences. More young users
rate texting as essential: 91% of
Millennials/Gen-Z and 88% of
Gen-Xers, compared with 70% of
users in the Baby Boom or Silent
generations. And more women
(89%) than men (81%).
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Is texting essential to the way you communicate digitally?

GEOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES
More smartphone owners in Singapore (89%) and the United States (88%) say texting is
essential, compared with 83% of those in Australia and 77% in the United Kingdom.
Texting is essential to the way I communicate digitally

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
On average, 84% of smartphone users send one or more texts every day–and 43%
of users are power texters, sending 10 or more SMS communications per day. Not
surprisingly, Gen-X and younger consumers text more than Baby Boomers.
Average number of texts sent each day
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CONSUMERS EXPECT BUSINESSES TO OFFER
TEXTING AND WANT THE COMMUNICATION
TO BE TWO-WAY
Consumers rely on texting for communicating with friends and family and they want the
same capability when communicating with businesses. Nearly 9 out of 10 consumers
(88%) would like businesses to offer the option of communicating with them by SMS text.
Younger consumers in the Gen-X, Millennial and Gen-Z generations are most adamant,
with 92% wanting the option to use SMS texts with businesses (vs. 79% of those in the
Baby Boomer generation or older).
I would like businesses to offer the option of communicating with them by SMS text.

Consumers want texting to be a conversation
More than 9 out of 10 consumers (93%) want texting with businesses to be two-way,
allowing them to respond to texts they receive from businesses.
When I receive a text from a business, I would like the ability to respond to the text.
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CONSUMERS SEE MANY ADVANTAGES
OF TEXTING WITH BUSINESSES
Convenience (68%), speed (67%), and ease (63%) are the topmost benefits. The majority
(55%) also appreciate the instantaneous receipt and delivery of information.
What are the advantages of texting to communicate with businesses?

Singapore respondents particularly
appreciate the convenience (78%)
& responsiveness (53%) of texting.

Millennials and Gen-Z like
the responsiveness (43%)
that texting provides.

Texting has
become the best
time saver.
US Respondent
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WHEN CONSUMERS WANT TO BE TEXTED
Consumers prefer that businesses text them, rather than emailing or calling them, for a
variety of purposes. Most want companies to text them about appointment reminders,
delivery status, time-sensitive notifications, and order confirmations.
For which of the following would you like businesses to text you (rather than email or call you)

The airline provides
me alerts on cheap
flights that I can choose
from. It also confirms
my flights’ booking and
I am very satisfied
with their service.
Singapore Respondent
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CONSUMERS WANT TO HAVE
CHAT-LIKE EXPERIENCES
Consumers want the ability to text businesses to confirm an appointment (77%), get help
from customer support (55%), and activate a product or service (52%).
For which of the following would you like the ability to text businesses?

A salon sent an
appointment reminder
by text & I could reply
with YES or NO to confirm
the appointment.
Very helpful.
Australia Respondent
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MOST CONSUMERS DON’T WANT BUSINESSES
TO REACH OUT THROUGH MESSAGING APPS
Most consumers (51%) want businesses to send texts using SMS, not through messaging
apps—that’s nearly twice the number who prefer messaging apps (27%).
Would you prefer to receive a text from a business through an SMS text or a messaging app?
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CONCLUSION
Globally, more consumers than ever are utilizing the capabilities of texting beyond just with
friends and family. Consumers today want to be able to text with businesses – for everything
from receiving notifications to easily resolving customer service issues.
This means that businesses have a huge opportunity to increase customer satisfaction,
sales, and engagement by incorporating text messaging into their customer experience,
sales, and product platforms. This is especially important now that the vast majority of
consumers say that texting is essential to the way they communicate digitally.
Businesses are already seeing the benefits of texting with consumers, but they still have
a long way to go. Not only is text communication with consumers underutilized in many
industries, but consumer’s liquid expectations across industries mean that businesses
that fail to offer this option are rapidly falling behind. Consumers expect businesses to
offer the option of texting and they want it to be two-way. The companies that realize this
and implement texting capabilities across multiple consumer touchpoints are likely to
experience big payoffs with current and future customers.
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HOW YOUR BUSINESS CAN
BEGIN LEVERAGING SMS
Top Use Cases

SEND CUSTOMER ALERTS & NOTIFICATIONS
DELIVER TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION FOR ACCOUNT SECURITY
VERIFY NEW USERS VIA TEXT TO PREVENT FRAUD
DELIVER APPOINTMENT & EVENT REMINDERS
PROVIDE ANONYMOUS TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN VENDORS AND USERS
HOST PRIVATE PEER-TO-PEER COMMUNICATIONS
VERIFY HIGH-VALUE TRANSACTIONS
ENABLE SECURE AND SEAMLESS ACCOUNT RECOVERY

The world’s largest digital enterprises turn to TeleSign to deliver on the promise of a better customer experience.
As the leading provider of single-platform global communications and trusted identity data solutions, TeleSign
APIs leverage an unrivaled number of direct carrier connections around the globe to enable businesses to better
protect and engage their customers. Fueled by unprecedented access to real-time phone, behavior and user
analytics, TeleSign is powering the next wave of digital experience.
Learn more about how TeleSign can help by visiting telesign.com/use-cases
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